Subham Group Tesimonial
Dear Chanchal,
After coming back to Mumbai,I felt that I should express my feelings by writing few lines to
you about your organization.
Being associated with K.Raheja, No.1 Builder in Mumbai for the last 30 years, I was really
worried to get a flat in Guwahati according to my choice with my limited budget and in good
location. Secondly there was only one day in my hand at Guwahati to select the same.
Fortunately me and my wife, Gitanjali had seen a lovely society named SUBHAM HEIGHTS,
Kahilipara. As we entering the gate, I found lot of resemblance in building elevation &
landscaping with our constructions in Mumbai. At the same time I have also seen a little smile on
my wife’s face.
We became anxious to see a flat from inside. Your professional sales team had shown me the
same in detail. Site Technical staff also found quite knowledgeable & sensitive about their works.
Intelligently designed room-layout impressed me a lot. Found all basic amenities & features are
available. Quality is also at par with any regular flat in Mumbai. This time I observed full
satisfaction on her eyes.
Decided to go Head Office. Good attractive office with nice interior, warm hospitality by the
Staff made me understood the stability of the organization & that magnetized me to buy a
flat from you without any hesitation.
When I explained you some minor modifications comparing with flats in metro cities,
surprisingly observed that you have noted down with great curiosity & discussed the same
deeply. That is the sign of a rising organization.
Immediately booked a flat in Subham Elite.
Thanks to Shirdi Sai Baba who helped me to get a suitable flat in Subham Elite and made us
happy.
With Regards
Ranjan Bhuyan
(General Manager- Construction)
K. Raheja, MUMBAI.
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